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ABSTRACT 

A system for routine quantitative x-ray analysis 

of trace elements optimized in the Z range 25 to 35, 

using proton excitation and a Si(Li) x-ray detector, is 

described. Consistent methods for making targets of 

samples of blood serum, organic tissue, and water are 

outlined. The method is sensitive to 0.08yU.g/ml in the 

Z range 25 to 35 for blood serum drop targets of 4 mg/cm2 

thickness on aluminized formvar backings, using 

100 microcoulombs of 3 MeV protons. The minimum analysis 

time per sample is presently limited to 1000 seconds, 

due to volatilization of the target by higher beam 

intensities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A fast, inexpensive, highly sensitive method for 

quantitative elemental analysis has obvious applications 

as a powerful research tool, particularly in the medical 

and environmental areas, where meaningful results often 

depend on statistical averages of large numbers of 

specimens. 

In the medical field, it is becoming more and more 

apparent tnat the mechanisms involved in essential life 

processes are highly dependent on trace elements and 

metalloenzymes [1]. Malignant diseases are known to 

affect trace element concentrations throughout the body 

[2]. Hopefully, by study of these concentrations one 

may be able to predict the onset of disease before any 

clinical symptoms appear, and perhaps gain some insight 

into the mechanisms involved. 

The growing concern with environmental quality has 

brought to light the need for widespread monitoring. 

Large numbers of samples are needed for pinpointing 

sources and investigating transport machanisms of lethal 

elements. Also, monitoring the effects of different 

levels of trace elements in the environment may provide 

some insight into their role in ecological systems. 
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A. X-RAYS AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

An x-ray is a photon produced by the deceleration 

of high energy particles or by electron transitions in 

the inner shells of atoms. 

An x-ray produced by an inner shell atomic transition 

(Figure 1) has an energy characteristic of the Z of the 

atom. Figure 2 shows a typical diagram of the allowed 

electronic transitions to vacant levels of a complex 

atom. Note that lines designated as K arise from an 

electronic transition into a K-shell vacancy, L an L-shell 

vacancy, and so on. Figure 3 is a plot of x-ray line 

energies as a function of atomic number Z. Moseley [5] 

was the first to recognize the simple relation of 

characteristic line energy and atomic number. He 

successfully predicted the existence of unknown elements 

where the pattern showed a jump in the integral Z-squared 

relationship. The energies of the x-ray lines from an 

element thus provide a unique fingerprint for that element. 

If one has a means of producing inner shell vacancies 

in atoms, one can excite the atoms in a sample to give 

off their characteristic line radiation. Since the 

valence electrons exert negligibly small perturbations 

on the inner shells, chemical bonding state has little 

effect on the energy of emission of the x-ray. A given 



Figure 1. Typical series of inner-shell electronic 

transitions that may follow the creation of a K-shell 

vacancy [3]. 





Figure 2. Inner-shell electron transitions producing 

the characteristic x-rays of an atom [3]. 





Figure 3. Energies of the characteristic K-, L-, and 

M-lines as a function of atomic number Z. The horizontal 

dotted lines indicate the photon energies to which the 

Si(Li) detector is sensitive [4]. 
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type of excitation produces inner shell vacancies that 

decay with fixed branching ratios [6]. The emitted 

radiation is isotropic, since the atoms themselves are 

normally randomly oriented. This has been experimentally 

verified for charged particle excitation [7]. Hence the 

flux of characteristic x-ray photons seen at any angle 

is proportional to the number of atoms of the corresponding 

element having inner-shell vacancies. 

When inner shell vacancies are produced by photon 

excitation, the ionization cross section depends on the 

energy of the exciting radiation and the Z of the target 

atom. When vacancies are produced by charged particle 

excitation, the cross section depends on the energy, 

mass, and charge state of the particle, and the Z of the 

target atom. 

The excitation of a homogeneous sample will result 

in a characteristic x-ray line intensity that is 

proportional to the number of the corresponding atoms 

in the sample. The intensity of the detected peak is 

proportional to the number of atoms in the sample and 

the intensity of the incident exciting radiation [8]. 

Both the incident and scattered intensity may be measured 

and then the number of atoms determined if the proportionality 

constant is known. One may eliminate the need to know 
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the incident intensity by adding a known amount of some 

element to the sample. Knowledge of the relative elemental 

x-ray yields will then determine the absolute concentrations 

of the unknown elements in the sample [9], 

The x-ray characteristic line energy identifies the 

element, and the intensity of the line is proportional 

to the excited amount of that element in the sample. 

B. EXCITATION 

Vacancies in the inner atomic orbitals of atoms may 

be produced in at least two ways (Figure 4). In direct 

excitation, vacancies are created with high speed particles 

such as protons or electrons. The incident particle 

scatters from the atom and an inner shell electron is 

ejected as a secondary electron. 

In secondary excitation (fluorescence), the vacancies 

are created by high energy photons, usually x-rays. The 

incident photon is absorbed, giving up its energy in 

expelling and imparting kinetic energy to the orbital 

electron. This is photoelectric absorption, and the 

ejected electron is a photoelectron. Gamma-rays have 

the same effect, except that the process also involves 

Compton scattering from electrons since the Compton cross 

section is dominant at higher energies. 



Figure 4. Excitation by A. Primary ionization. B. Secondary 

ionization. 
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Either type of excitation may be obtained from 

radioactive sources. These have the advantage of being 

portable but are not capable of very high intensities 

so are used mainly in portable fluorescence analyzers. 

The intensities provided by radioactive sources cannot 

approach the fluxes obtainable with accelerators and 

x-ray tubes. For a given sensitivity, the count time 

for each sample decreases as the incident flux increases, 

so fast routine microanalysis is best done with the 

intense fluxes available from these machines. 

The relative merits of the two methods of excitation 

for x-ray microanalysis have been investigated in detail 

[10]. Figure 5 gives a brief comparison. 

The attraction of primary excitation by protons and 

heavier charged particles in the energy range 3 to 8 

MeV/amu lies in the large x-ray yields and the high 

sensitivity for elements having atomic numbers between 

10 and 40. For thin targets [11] there is the added 

possibility of simultaneous analysis of lighter elements 

by elastic scattering. 

Although primary excitation is sensitive to extremely 

small absolute amounts of material, the use of thin 

targets limits the sensitivity, in terms of percent of 

the original matrix, to moderate values. 



Figure 5. Comparison of excitation by photons and by 

charged particles. 
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C. DETECTION 

Until recently x-ray studies have been performed 

using a crystal spectrometer. This device uses diffraction 

from a crystal lattice to spatially disperse x-rays of 

different wavelength. The method is usually referred 

to as wavelength dispersive spectrometry. The x-ray 

line is observed by placing a detector at the angle 

determined by the Bragg law, n\=2dSin$ t that 

corresponds to an interference maximum for that wavelength. 

Wavelength dispersion is still state of the art as far 

as ultimate resolution in energy goes, but it requires 

fine collimation, implying a low geometrical efficiency, 

and only one line at a time can be measured. 

Detection of x-rays by "energy dispersion" is much 

better adapted to rapid routine analysis. In energy 

dispersion, a detector with an output pulse proportional 

in height to the energy of the incident photon is linked 

to a multichannel analyzer which stores each pulse in 

an address (channel) proportional to its pulse height. 

Since all energies of x-rays are collected simultaneously, 

an entire spectrum is obtained in one run. Moreover, 

one is not plagued with the worry of higher order lines 

interfering with the analyte lines. 

Before the recent development of high resolution 

semiconductor Si(Li) and Ge(Li) detectors, the energy 
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resolution of energy dispersive spectrometers (proportional 

counters, scintillation counters) was too poor to be of 

much use. The spectra were not well-resolved lines but 

smears. The Si(Li), however, with liquid nitrogen cooled 

crystal and preamp, has sufficent resolution to resolve 

the K-alpha lines of adjacent elements down to Na and 

lower, Figure 6. Although the Si(Li) detector is a 

recent development, the field is rapidly progressing and 

much literature already exists on theory and operation 

and associated electronics (13]. Typical resolution 

(1972) is roughly 160 eV FWHM (full width at half maximum) 

at the 5.9 keV Manganese K-alpha line, for a 30 mm2 

crystal [14]. Figure 7 is a plot of the resolution 

(expressed as the FV7HM of the line) for different types 

of detectors as a function of the x-ray energy. 

The high resolution of the lithium-drifted semiconductor 

detectors is primarily a result of the low energy needed 

to produce an electron-hole pair, about 3 eV. Compare 

this to about 23 eV for a gas detector and 50 eV to 

produce a light photon in a scintillation detector. The 

higher the number of ion pairs collected, the lower the 

statistical uncertainty in the output pulse height and 

the narrower the x-ray line (since the pulse height is 

proportional to the energy). A comparison of wavelength 

dispersive and energy dispersive detectors is given in 

Figure 8. 



Figure 6. Schematic comparison of energy resolution for 

Nal(Tl) crystal, proportional counter, and Si(Li) detector 

[12]. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of energy resolution of different 

detectors. The line labeled "AKa(z)vs Ka(z)" represents 

the energy separation between K x-rays from elements of 

adjacent atomic number [15], 
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Figure 8. Comparison of detection by wavelength dispersion 

using a crystal spectrometer and energy dispersion using 

a Si(Li) spectrometer. 
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D. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS USING PROTONS 

1. MONITOR OF THE INCIDENT FLUX BY BEAM INTEGRATION 

The current integrator measures the total amount 

of charge that is deposited in the Faraday cup, which, 

for protons, should be proportional to the amount of 

beam passing through the target. If the target thickness 

of a given type of target is fairly uniform (so the 

fraction of the beam scattered is the same for each 

target), or if the target is thin (the amount scattered 

is a negligible fraction), then the integrated beam is 

proportional to the incident flux. If in addition the 

target is homogeneous, the characteristic x-ray yield 

should be proportional to the incident flux. So the 

beam integrator provides one means of normalization of 

relative yields, if the detector is collimated properly 

to see all of the excited area of the target. One way 

to find the relative yields is to make up a set of thin 

elemental deposits on target backings of known thicknesses 

and measure the x-ray yield per proton per g/cm2 of 

target element. Such targets are hard to make, however. 

One may alternatively make such targets for one or several 

elements, getting x-rays per proton per g/cm2 and finding 

the yields from the other elements by making up solutions 

of them with known concentrations with respect to the 
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elements of the pure targets, whose yields were measured. 

Uniform targets are then made of these solutions, and 

the thickness of the known element is calculated by 

knowing the integrated beam. If the target is truly 

homogeneous, the thickness of the unknown element is 

calculated from the relative concentration of the solution, 

and thus the unknown's x-ray yield per proton per g/cm2 

is calculated from the data. 

If one is to do direct analysis of a sample then 

one must know the areal density (g/cm2) of the target 

to be analyzed, since the normalization only provides 

areal density information for each element. 

2. ELASTIC SCATTERING MONITOR 

Another normalization method monitors the areal 

density of the light elements of thin organic targets 

and thus gets a rough estimate of the thickness of the 

target, assuming that the organic elemental composition 

is invariant for a given type of organic material. The 

elastic scattering from thin targets detected at backward 

angles by a finely collimated silicon surface barrier 

detector is able to resolve peaks from different low Z 

elements such as C, H, 0, and N, using 3 MeV protons at 

backward angles. The known elastic scattering cross 

sections make it simple to calculate the thickness of 

the target, if the beam is integrated. 
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3. USE OF INTERNAL STANDARD 

If one adds to the sample a known concentration of 

some element (which is known not normally to be a 

constituent of the sample), and assumes that upon drying 

this "dopant" is uniformly distributed throughout the 

sample, the only thing necessary for absolute concentrations 

is a knowledge of the relative yields of other elements 

to the dopant and the concentration of the dopant in the 

sample. Then, one need not worry about non-uniform 

distribution of the sample on the target, but only whether 

there is selective deposition of one element with respect 

to the dopant (i.e., whether the matrix is itself uniform). 

It is sufficient to know the relative elemental 

x-ray yields in terms of weights and not atoms, since 

all that is involved is a normalization constant for 

each element. 

To determine the relative elemental x-ray yields, 

a set of relative yield solutions are made up of known 

elemental concentrations from atomic absorption standards. 

Usually only two elements are put in a solution to 

minimize background and overlapping lines. One may dope 

with either nickel or yttrium to avoid any possible 

overlap of x-ray lines. 

The peaks in the x-ray spectra obtained from targets 

made from these solutions are integrated and for a given 
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element line, one gets a normalization constant given by 

N-R 

where N is the ratio of the number of counts in the 

given elemental line to the number of counts in the 

dopant line, and R is the weight ratio of dopant to 

element E in the standard solution. These relative 

yields are constant only if the experimental conditions 

remain constant, namely, particle, charge state, energy, 

filter, collimation, and detector. 

The numbers obtained in a sample with an unknown 

concentration of the element E are the dopant concentration, 

the number of counts in the dopant peak, and the number 

of counts in the line from the element E. Then the 

concentration of element E in the sample is just 

A- D / N-R 

where A is the ratio of the number of counts in line 

E to the number of counts in the dopant line in the 

spectrum from the unknown, and D is the dopant 

concentration in the sample. 

If one finds that an element occurs in the same 

concentration from sample to sample, only one run with 
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a dopant is necessary to get the concentration of that 

element. Then a knowledge of the relative yields between 

the elements allows one to normalize to that recurring 

element line, assuming that it recurrs in the same 

concentration in each sample. The dopant is thereafter 

eliminated, as is the possibility that it masks some 

impurity peak. It depends on the application. 

Doping, though it is simplified and eliminates the 

need to integrate the incident flux, is frowned upon 

because it may always mask impurities or introduce some 

of its own. 

E. SENSITIVITY 

The minimum detectable amount (MDA) is conventionally 

defined [3] as the smallest amount of an element necessary 

to produce an integrated peak which is greater than 3 

standard deviations of the background under it, since 

it is the uncertainty in this background that will 

eventually hide a vanishingly small peak. 

The x-ray background arising from targets excited 

by heavy charged particles depends on the excitation 

conditions and the composition and thickness of the 

target. The background consists mainly of secondary 

electron (delta-ray) bremstrahlung in the target which 

forms a large low energy hump, and a low white contribution 
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from Compton scattering of gamma-rays of higher energy 

(Figure 21). The shape of the background is modified 

slightly due to self-absorption of low energy x-rays in 

the target, bremstrahlung from loading and slit scattering, 

and Compton losses in the detector. 

The secondary electron bremstrahlung background 

shows a definite high energy endpoint corresponding to 

the maximum energy transfer during the collision of the 

charged particles with free electrons: 

E , s4mE /M 
e(max) p p 

where m is the electron mass, 

and Ep is the particle energy. 

Since the energy transfered to bound electrons is 

greater, it is possible to excite transitions higher in 

energy than the cutoff energy. One would expect this 

to be near the region of maximum sensitivity, since the 

excitation cross sections decrease rapidly with Z. 

At low energies (nonrelativistic) the loss of energy 

of electrons is by ionization. For 3 MeV protons, ^g(mQx) 

is about 6 keV. The range of electrons below 20 keV is 

not well defined due to multiple large angle scattering, 

but the mean free path of such an electron is certainly 

much less than lOO^Lig/cm2 in a typical low Z matrix. 

This means that most of the secondary electrons produced 

M is the particle mass, 



are stopped in the target, so the delta-ray bremstrahlung 

background yield should vary roughly linearly with target 

thickness, neglecting absorption effects. 
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The approximate [16] number of background counts 

under a line of interest is, assuming uniform target and 

beam, 

N. 2 (/>KC. ♦/> CJ-QcuTe 
b rb b rs S 

where p^ is the backing areal density, p is the sample 

matrix areal density, C an<^ Cg are constants depending 
on the backing, sample, and exciting conditions, Q is 

the total beam (incident flux) , <jJ is the effective 

detector solid angle, T is the fractional transmission 

of the x-ray filters at that photon energy, and € is 

the detector efficiency at that photon energy. 

The number of counts in the x-ray line is 

Nx = 

where is the fraction of element in the target by 

weight, and is a constant depending on the element 

and the exciting conditions (x-ray cross section). So if 

N £ 3VN 
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then 

V* 
V/>bcb + /?scs 

Ps 

gives the fractional MDA by weight in the sample, for a 

given element line.- For targets of 1 mg/cm2 sample 

thickness and backings of about 100^i.g/cm2, 

V* 
s 
X 

Apparently the MDA's may be reduced indefinitely 

by increasing the total statistics. One way is to 

increase the total beam flux Q . One could either 

increase the beam current or running time to accomplish 

this. However, due to beam heating effects on the target, 

there is a maximum useable beam for a given type of 

target. This must be determined experimentally, as part 

of a consistency check. Furthermore, for routine analysis, 

one would want to keep the time required per target as 

low as possible. 

One can also increase the statistics by increasing 

the detector effective solid angle. Increasing the 

detector crystal size gains little, since larger crystals 
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tend to have poorer energy resolution [17]. As the line 

spreads out, the background under it increases since 

more channels must be integrated over. The other 

alternative is to increase the beam spot size on target. 

This is limited to the ability of the backings to support 

the sample across a larger and larger hole. 

The other alternative is to increase the thickness 

of the sample. This, too, is limited, by the thin target 

2 
requirement, to a few mg/cm . Any further overall 

reduction in MDA's must be accomplished by some sort of 

preconcentration technique. 

F. OPTOMIZATION 

In trace analysis one is often confronted with the 

problem of a few major constituents of the sample 

dominating the x-ray spectrum. This is undesireable for 

at least two reasons. First the system is dead more 

often from the dominant lines so it takes a long time 

to obtain good statistics on trace lines at acceptable 

count rates. Secondly, the long tails of large peaks 

in the spectrum can completely wipe out peaks lying 

nearby by adding to the background under them, degrading 

sensitivity and making the analysis of the spectrum more 

complex. So to look more closely at medium-Z elements, 

(20 to 40) it is wise to cut down on the huge low 



yields from lighter components of the target, such as 

S, P, Cl, K, and Ca, which are also usually the major 

components of organic targets. 

It is useful to consider the quantity 

mentioned above. To optomize in the region of interest, 

one selects the particle energy that produces a delta-ray 

bremstrahlung endpoint just below the region of interest 

without compromizing the x-ray yields by reducing the 

ionization cross section. Then the huge low energy 

background is cut off by inserting an absorber between 

the target and detector. 

For the Z range 25 to 35 the K-shell ionization 

cross sections are large and rapidly increasing with 

energy near 3 MeV for protons (Figure 9). A .1 cm 

polystyrene filter cuts out the elements below Z = 22 

(Figure 10). The background endpoint is near Z = 29. 

The signal-to-noise ratio improves at lower energies 

but the cross sections fall off so rapidly that the 

sensitivity represented by the MDA formula becomes worse. 

Furthermore, the range of slower particles is less, dE/dx 

greater, and beam damage per particle increases. 



Figure 9. K-shell ionization cross sections for Ca, Ti, 

Mn, As, and Sn for protons. The K-shell x-ray yield is 

just the K-shell ionization cross section times the 

fluorescent yield. The solid curves were drawn by sight 

through experimental values [18]. 
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Figure 10. Transmission of the polystyrene filter as a 

function of photon energy. 
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II. EQUIPMENT 

A. ACCELERATORS 

The Bonner Nuclear Lab has at present two particle 

accelerators of the Van de Graaff type, both products 

of High Voltage Engineering Corporation. 

The Model CN single stage Van de Graaff, recently 

rebuilt, is producing pulsed beams of protons, deuterons, 

and alpha particles. Terminal voltage ranges from 100 

kv to 4 Mv, the high voltage being limited by loading 

problems. Beam current available for 3 MeV protons 

ranges up to 10 microamperes on target. 

The Model EN tandem Van de Graaff operates between 

terminal voltages of .5 Mv and 6.5 Mv. Beams of protons, 

deuterons, alpha particles, ionic nitrogen, oxygen, and 

heavier ions are provided by the ion source. Beam current 

of up to 3 microamperes of 3 MeV protons has been obtained. 

B. CHAMBERS 

Some desirable characteristics of a scattering 

chamber for routine x-ray trace analysis studies are 

1. High efficiency for collection of x-rays, a 

feature which allows lower collection times, beam 

intensities, and beam heating effects in the targets, 
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2. The ability to change targets rapidly, thus 

minimizing down time, and 

3. The suppression of x-rays arising from scattering 

and other effects not involving direct excitation of the 

target. 

1. X-RAY ANALYSIS CHAMBER 

The x-ray chamber is designed to meet these 

characteristics, Figure 11. It has a large effective 

solid angle for x-ray detection as well as a ladder 

capable of holding up to 14 targets, which reduces down 

time between runs. Plans are in the making for a 22 

position target ladder with a special guide to fix the 

target position more precisely in the center of the 

chamber. 

The chamber is an aluminum block, 6.25 x 9.54 x 

9.54 cm external dimensions, with holes in each of its 

six sides, and a 6.03 cm O.D. cylindrical extension 5 cm 

long in the top that mates to the standard beam line 

[18] fitting of the target ladder assembly. 

The opposing beam line holes are made compatible 

to standard 5 cm beam line connections by special fits 

at the chamber to modified beam line tubes. The upstream 

tube is 28 cm long and holds a set of Tantalum collimators 

3.18 mm in diameter at distances of 27 cm and 17 cm from 



Figure 11. Top view of the x-ray chamber, to scale 
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the target. The downstream tube is 28 cm long but without 

collimators. 

The beam is collimated to roughly a 3 mm diameter 

spot on target and has suitable scattering suppression 

to reduce unwanted effects. The incident beam is 

integrated by using the downstream beam line, insulated 

from the chamber, as a Faraday cup. 

The target frames (Figure 12) are made from .76 mm 

aluminum sheet, 1.59 cm x 3.33 cm with an extended 1.27 cm 

hole milled .896 cm to either side of center with a 

1.27 cm end mill. 

The Si(Li) detector looks in at 90° to the beam 

through a changeable filter and a 25.4yL4m mylar vacuum 

window. Opposite the detector is a Plexiglas [20] window 

which reduces excitation and scattering interference 

from the opposite side of the chamber. The target is 

positioned at 45° with respect to both the beam and 

detector, so that the sample material itself is directly 

exposed to both, thus eliminating beam energy degradation 

effects and x-ray absorption effects in the backing 

material. Beam energy degradation upon passing through 

material means a lower average proton energy, and this 

may cause a shift in relative yields, since the cross 

sections for different elements may or may not be sensitive 

to slight changes in proton energy, depending on the 



Figure 12. The slotted target frame designed to reduce 

the scattering effects arising from collimation 

misalignments. When viewed from an angle of 45°, the 

frame appears to have a roughly circular aperature. 
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element. 

The target ladder, shown in Figure 13, screws on 

to a polished stainless steel rod which is held rigid 

by a double sliding seal. The brass piece which contains 

the sliding seal is mated to a standard 5 cm beam line 

which houses the ladder. This tube mates to a similar 

connection on the top of the chamber. The outer portion 

of the stainless steel rod moves through a slotted tube 

with cotter pin holes, fixed on the top of the brass 

sliding seal piece. A cotter pin fixes the target 

position vertically when put through the holes in this 

tube and the stainless steel rod, and also keeps it from 

rotating. A handle passing through the rod enables one 

to hold the ladder against vacuum when changing cotter 

pin positions. 

The targets are positioned to within 5° of 45° by 

sight alignment, before tightening down the connection 

to the chamber, since the entire assembly is then free 

to rotate. 

The bottom chamber hole is covered by a Plexiglas 

tube which accepts the ladder as it comes through the 

bottom of the chamber. It is also useful for setting 

the angle of the ladder visually and for inspection of 

target condition in vacuum. 



Figure 13. View of the target ladder mounted on the 

x-ray chamber from the upstream beam tube, drawn to 

scale. The ladder rod and the ladder itself are the 

only parts not shown in half-section. Screws on vacuum 

connections and on the cotter pin tube base have been 

omitted. 

Legend: 

a. Target ladder 

b. Ladder rod 

c. Brass sliding seal 

d. Cotter pin tube 

e. Cotter pin 

f. X-ray chamber block 

g. Lucite window 

h. Detector collimation 

i. Mylar vacuum window and detector collimation 

support 

j. Changeable disk holding filter and final detector 

aperature 

k. Detector crystal, 6 mm x 3 mm 

l. Detector housing 

m. Fitting to chamber window 

n. Plexiglas tube 

o. Standard 5 cm vacuum coupling 



n 
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2. SCATTERING CHAMBER 

This chamber is a standard scattering chamber 

modified to accomodate the target ladder and the Kevex 

[21] Si(Li) x-ray detector, Figure 14. Unfortunately 

it can only accept a 14 target ladder due to limited 

room on its underside. The effective x-ray solid angle 

is much smaller than for the x-ray chamber due to the 

large radius of the chamber, but there are side ports 

for other detectors at many angles. Also detectors may 

be mounted inside on the floor of the chamber, or on the 

lid, which rotates and has an angular vernier. This 

makes the scattering chamber more suited to coincidence 

studies and cross section measurements than to routine 

analysis. 

The chamber is cylindrical in form, of 15.2 cm inner 

radius and 17.8 cm outer radius, and made of brass. The 

beam enters and exits through holes that are adapted to 

couple to standard 5 cm beam line. The beam centerline 

is 4.72 cm above the inner base. 

Fifteen lefthand ports of 1.27 cm diameter are 

located between 20° and 160°, at 10° intervals. Right 

hand ports of 2.54 cm diameter are located at 45°, 90°, 

and 135°. The right hand 90° port is fitted with the 

25.4yLtm mylar vacuum window assembly for the x-ray 

detector. The detector collimation press fits into this 

assembly. 



Figure 14» Schematic top view of the scattering chamber 

with forward and backward angle solid state detectors 

(not to scale) . 
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The chamber is mounted on a moveable cart with its 

own vacuum system, making it possible to move the system 

as a unit to another location. 

The same ladder used in the x-ray chamber may be 

mounted on the scattering chamber simply by changing the 

length of the 5 cm beam line tube that the ladder mounts 

in. The angle of the ladder relative to the beam is 

again set by sight to within 5°. 

The ladder may also be removed and a two target 

holder with angular dial may replace it. 

Beam collimation is accomplished by a set of 

micrometer slits located 59 cm upstream of the chamber 

center. Also a tube holding multiple collimators can 

be inserted in the line, just in front of the chamber. 

Finally, a graphite cleanup collimator mounts on an 

extension into the chamber which serves to suppress slit 

scattering. 

The x-ray chamber may be mounted downstream of the 

scattering chamber, thus using the scattering chamber 

vacuum system to pump out the x-ray chamber for routine 

analysis. 

C. DETECTORS 

The Si(Li) x-ray detector is a Kevex [21] model 

3020. It has a horizontal gravity-feed cryostat with a 
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10 liter liquid nitrogen dewar. The detector crystal 

and the first stage of the preamp, a low noise FET, are 

mounted on the cryostat to reduce electronic (thermal) 

noise. The cryostat is isolated from the atmosphere by 

a vacuum which can be monitored by a thermocouple guage 

mounted on the dewar. A 25.4yLUn Be front window provides 

the vacuum seal and optical shield for the crystal. The 

Kevex model 2002 (pulsed optical feedback) charge sensitive 

cryogenic preamp is integrally mounted on the dewar. 

The detector bias is -1000 volts provided by a Fluke 

model 415A high voltage power supply. 

The manufacturer specifies the sensitive volume of 

2 
the crystal to be a 30 mm circular area 3 mm deep. In 

designing an optimal collimation system for a detector 

one needs to know where and how uniform the sensitive 

area of the detector crystal is, as a check on the 

manufacturer's quote of the crystal area and position. 

The real efficiency of the detector may depend on the 

geometry it is used in. Figure 15 shows the results of 

this type of study for the Si(Li) detector. An Iron-55 

source was collimated to a .76 mm diameter spot on the 

plane of the crystal face and moved horizontally and 

vertically with micrometer dials having .025 mm gradations. 

The resulting count rates were measured, pinpointing the 

sensitive area of the crystal. 



Figure 15. Mapping of detector face showing variation 

of the sensitive area with respect to the center of the 

aluminum detector housing. 
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The efficiency of a Si(Li) detector as a function 

of x-ray energy can be calculated theoretically. Figure 16 

shows the efficiency curve supplied by the manufacturer. 

The low energy drop in efficiency is attributed to the 

absorption in the vacuum window. The high energy drop 

is due to the finite thickness of the crystal since more 

photons penetrate the crystal for higher photon energies. 

However if one uses the detector for absolute x-ray 

yields one has to check the efficiency experimentally. 

This has been done by a number of workers [22-24]. Also 

shown in Figure 16 is a calculated efficiency curve and 

some measured efficiency points for the Kevex Si(Li) 

detector. 

The Kevex model 4500p x-ray amplifier is designed 

to amplify and shape pulses from the detector/charge 

sensitive preamplifier unit. It offers variable gain, 

single differentiation, and 5-pole integration to produce 

a gaussian pulse shape. The shaping time constant is 

changed by substitution of an internal plug-in circuit 

card which accurately changes all integrators and the 

differentiation simultaneously. Normally a 6 ^Ltsec time 

constant is used. The 4500p does not require pole-zero 

cancellation adjustment due to its use with pulsed optical 

feedback [25]. 

The failure of the electronics to resolve x-ray 



Figure 16. Detection efficiency of the Kevex Si(Li) 

detector as a function of photon energy. 

A. Manufacturer's quote 

B. Calculated detector efficiency 

C. Efficiency of detector plus the 25.4 p.m mylar 

vacuum window and the .1 cm polystyrene absorber 

D. Efficiency of detector plus mylar window 

E. Efficiency points measured using calibrated 

sources 
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pulses from the detector occurring within a certain time 

interval results in 

1. The coincidence between a dominant line and lower 

energy x-rays resulting from scattering and loss within 

the detector crystal and sample, producing pulse heights 

up to double that of the dominant line (plateau), and 

2. Pile-up peaks, which appear at the high energy 

end of the plateau and correspond to coincidence of 

pulses between the most frequent dominant lines. 

For instance, a K-alpha - K-beta pair at high count 

rates will produce the spectrum in Figure 20. The plateau 

is undesireable, since it is a source of background not 

inherent in the target. These effects occur to some 

degree in any system with finite resolving time. 

The Kevex 4590 Pulse Pile-Up Rejector provides rejection 

of pulses distorted due to superimposition. A fast 

amplifier with good pulse pair resolution provides the 

time discrimination of events for the slower shaping 

amplifier. The resolving power of the fast amplifier 

and discriminator is roughly 1 JJLsec whereas the total 

time constant is about 80^j,sec. In addition, some pile- 

up rejection in the fast amplifier is provided by pulse 

width discrimination of the fast discriminator. 

The 4590 is equipped with the Lowe's livetime 

correction circuit in order to correct for deadtime due 



to pulse pile-up, pulsed-optical preamp reset, and MCA 

busy time. The 4590 has a front switch for matching 

time constant with the 4500p amplifier. It is important 

that the fast discriminator be set well above the noise 

but below the first spectral features (lines) to assure 

optimum performance. 

Both the amplifier and pile-up rejector are located 

in the target room. 

D. SYSTEM ELECTRONICS 

A schematic of the system electronics is shown in 

Figure 17. Preamp pulses from the detector are inspected 

by the pile-up rejector. If acceptable, the pile-up 

rejector does not inhibit the amplifier, and the pulse 

is amplified and passed on to be analyzed. The signal 

is teed off into a Timing Single Channel Analyzer and 

then a Gate and Delay Generator [26], which generates 

the "tag" or logic signal used by the computer to gate 

the ADC, and a Delay Amplifier [27], which delays the 

linear signal before entering the ADC. The tag must be 

a standard square logic pulse, a minimum of 50 nsec wide 

and a minimum of 2.5 volts high. Usually a width of 

lyLLsec and a height of 5 volts is used. The tag must 

be coincident with the arrival of the linear signal at 

the ADC [28]. The ADC accepts standard single- or double 



Figure 17. Schematic of total electronics system used 

with the x-ray detector. Also shown are the required 

electronics for a solid-state surface barrier detector. 
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delayline clipped linear pulses. The same timing and 

pulse height requirements hold for signals from any other 

type of detector used on the computer interface. 

The BONER [29] data aquisition program allows many 

system definition options, using up to 8 ADC's simultaneously, 

but for x-rays only one is needed, with one tag. The 

simultaneous use of a solid state detector, of course, 

requires another. 

The busy signal from the computer, which includes 

ADC busy, is sent back to the "busy" input of the 4500p 

amplifier, which turns off the amplifier and pile-up 

rejector while a pulse is being analyzed. The busy out 

of the pile-up rejector thus represents the total dead 

time of the amplifier, computer, ADC, and pile-up rejector, 

i.e., the total system. 

The beam current received in the Faraday cup is 

passed through a current digitizer [30] which drives 

several scalars, one of them gated by the pile-up rejector 

busy out. The total x-ray system live time (%) is thus 

given by the ratio of the gated beam to the ungated beam 

x 100. This serves the dual purpose of providing a 

system live time measurement (of constant error) as well 

as an estimate of the total beam. The computer live 

time is recorded on an internal decremented scalar in 

the computer. A similar system is used for monitoring 
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dead times in other detectors, as seen in Figure 17. 

A timer is used as a master scalar, which is started 

and stopped by the inhibit from the computer. Another 

scalar often used is the total number of x-rays, simply 

the number of x-ray tags generated. 

The counts accepted by the ADC are collected in a 

Buffer, which when full is dumped into the computer 

memory. When the run is ended, the spectrum is stored 

on tape and may be printed out by a BONER on-line print 

option. 

E. COMPUTER DATA HANDLING 

1. BONER 

Data collection is done with an IBM 1800 computer 

utilizing the programmed on-line multi-lab data acquisition 

system BONER [29] interfaced with the Bonner lab 

experimental control unit. Designed for use with nuclear 

physics experiments, BONER offers a wide variety of 

system configurations, and allows nonprocess time sharing. 

The interface contains control logic, 8 nuclear 

ADC's, 8 data storage registers, and tagging and sequencing 

logic, all program assignable. Each ADC may be multiplexed 

up to 8 ways, so the maximum configuration that the 

system might accomodate is 8 different experiments, all 
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sharing 8 parameters. 

For x-ray analysis, only the simplest of configurations 

is used, since only 1 ADC is needed. 

The I/O features supported by BONER on-line are 

1. A variety of print functions. 

2. Visual display of the present run. 

3. Storage of spectra on magnetic tape. 

2. XPEEL 

XPEEL [31] is the program written in this lab for 

analysis of x-ray spectra gathered by BONER. The BONER 

print function transfers the spectrum presently in the 

BONER memory area of the computer to a file on the disk. 

Once this is done, BONER data collection can continue 

either on the same run or a new run, allowing concurrent 

nonprocess analysis of the spectrum on disk. Analysis 

may also be done off-line from the spectra stored by 

BONER on magnetic tape. 

The eleven operations available with XPEEL fall 

into three categories : 

Input of data 

1. Read a spectrum from BONER disk file 

2. Read a spectrum from magnetic tape 

Display of data 

3. Plot 
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4. Print 

5. Punch 

Analysis of data 

6. Calculate background 

7. Fit empirical background 

8. Locate peaks 

9. Identify peaks 

10. Integrate spectrum regions 

11. Linear least squares peak decomposition and 

background fit. 

The sequence of options is set by the order of cards 

dropped in the card hopper. The program can either 

proceed automatically to each new option or pause between 

options for user intervention. 

When a given type of sample is first being run, the 

user must manually determine the best fit parameters for 

that particular type of spectrum, based on the elements 

present and the background shape. These parameters are 

subsequently used for analysis of large numbers of samples 

having similar spectra. 

When the program is running on-line, it may be 

streamlined to allow fast, automated analysis of spectra 

from similar types of targets. Typical analysis times 

of 5 minutes are needed to obtain areas of 15 x-ray 
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lines. This time is dominated by disk transfer operations 

which are made necessary by limitations of available 

memory space. 

F. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

The measured system resolution at low count rates 

(a few 100's) as a function of x-ray energy with a 6 fjLsec 

time constant is shown in Figure 18, for proton-excited 

solution targets. 

The behavior of the system as a function of count 

rate was investigated using a 5 millicurie Iron-55 

source. In each case the system time constant was 6 fjLsec. 

Figure 19 is a plot of the total pile-up, the plateau 

plus the first coincidence peaks, divided by the total 

of the Manganese K-lines, with and without the pile-up 

rejector. 

Figure 20 compares the Iron-55 spectra taken at 

3000 counts per second, with and without the pile-up 

rejector. 

The pile-up rejector improves the system resolution 

at the Iron-55 manganese K-alpha line by roughly 15% at 

all count rates. It reduces the background due to pile- 

up by roughly a factor of 10 or more, as opposed to use 

of the amplifier alone. 

Since beam effects in the target now limit count 



Figure 18. System resolution expressed as the FWHM of 

the K-alpha lines from proton-excited targets as a 

function of K-alpha line energy. The solid line shown 

is the energy separation of the K-alpha lines of two 

elements of adjacent Z, as a function of K-alpha energy. 

This line can be taken to represent the poorest resolution 

with which quantitative analysis can be performed. The 

experimental points appear to curve upward for higher 

energies due to the increasing separation of the K-alpha(1) 

and K-alpha(2) lines with increasing Z. The actual 

system resolution is more of a straight line. 
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Figure 19. Plot of total pile-up for an Iron-55 source 

as a function of count rate, with and without the pile- 

up rejector. The ordinate represents the total number 

of counts in the plateau and the coincidence peaks divided 

by the total number of counts in the Manganese K line, 

times 100. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of Iron-55 spectra with and without 

pile-up rejector for a count rate of 3000 counts per 

second and system time constant of 6 microseconds. 
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rates to less than 1000 cps, the present concern is not 

with pile-up effects, but rather with finding some means 

to increase the count rate. Dead time corrections are 

negligible since the interface ADC's are fast and target 

doping is used to get relative numbers in ppm of sample. 
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III. TECHNIQUES 

A. TARGET BACKINGS 

In the field of trace analysis by charged particle 

induced x-ray fluorescence, ultra-pure thin (.1 to .4 

mg/cm2) backing materials of high mechanical strength 

are needed to support the samples. The present facility 

at Rice requires that these backings be mounted on target 

frames made of .76 mm aluminum, with a 1.27 cm milled 

slot in the center (Figure 12). 

The size of the hole in the target frames makes it 

necessary to use strong backing materials. The only two 

foil types free of interfering trace elements available 

at present are Specpure [32] aluminum and a plastic 

called formvar [33], often used in nuclear target 

preparations. Mylar (300 fJLg/cm2) [34] contains Zn, and 

VYNS [35] contains chlorinated hydrocarbons, the chlorine 

lines interfering with the spectrum in unpredictable 

amounts. However if an absorber is used as with blood 

targets, VYNS may prove to be superior to formvar in 

strength. Carbon foils [36] contain variable filth, 

lack mechanical strength, and are also very costly. 

Filter paper [37] contains some impurities and is also 

very thick (5 to 10 mg/cm2). Commercial kitchen plastic 

wraps [38] have been found to be very clean and work is 
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under way to find a method of making them thinner by 

stretching. 

The type of targets presently being made are: 

1. Blood serum/plasma 

2. Homogenized tissue 

3. Water samples 

and actually any type of liquid sample that can be 

accurately doped and applied to the target backing via 

eyedropper. 

Blood target requirements are the most stringent, 

since blood adheres strongly and dries with forceful 

buckling. 

Experience has shown that targets fail (break) 

because of 

1. Chemical failure. The applied solution is too 

acidic or basic, a situation rectified by neutralization 

or rapid evaporation followed by immediate use. 

2. Mechanical failure, especially in the case of 

blood targets, since the blood samples adhere to the 

foil surface and contract in a distorted fashion with 

great force. Also, there is added stress when the targets 

are placed in vacuum. 

3. Failure in beam. The beam generates too much 

heat for the target backing to carry off, and the steady 

state temperature is high enough to melt or burn through 

the target. 
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Single aluminum foils evaporated on slides and 

floated off can be produced up to about 200 yLig/cm2 

thickness, the thickness being limited by the ability 

to float them on water. These are not nearly strong 

enough for blood, nor is a sandwich target made from two 

of these either reproducable or unbreakable. However, 

aluminum is very strong in beam due to its metallic 

properties. 

Formvar, on the other hand, is a very strong plastic 

which will not break under the mechanical stress of 

drying blood, but it will blow out in a matter of seconds 

in a 3 MeV proton beam over 50 nanoamps/mm2. 

The best qualities of both materials have been 

combined by reinforcing aluminum foils with formvar 

backings; the formvar provides mechanical strength while 

the target is drying, and the aluminum provides strength 

in the beam. Then, in the beam, if the formvar does 

blow out, the aluminum has to support over a hole only 

of the size blown out by the beam, not over the entire 

target frame slot, and its survival chance is much greater. 

For a 30 yLil plasma drop placed in the center of a 

1.27 cm diameter hole, the required formvar and aluminum 

2 
thicknesses are 100 to 200yLLg/cm for each. Strangely, 

less is required for support over the 1.27 cm milled 

slot of the target frames. 
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Unfortunately, neither aluminum nor formvar has very 

high chemical resistivity. Strong acids or bases cannot 

be used on them. 

There are two methods for making formvar reinforced 

aluminum foils. One is tedious but proven to work most 

of the time. This is to float aluminum foils onto frames 

having formvar foils on them. The other is to evaporate 

aluminum directly onto the formvar. The floated aluminum 

does not adhere to the formvar as well as the evaporated 

aluminum does, but the evaporated backings are slightly 

weaker. The direct evaporation method is much less time 

consuming and inherently less susceptible to contamination, 

and it is the method presently used. With the routine 

set-up, it takes an experienced worker roughly 6 hours 

to produce 75 useable backings by direct evaporation. 

B. ROUTINE MANUFACTURE OF ALUMINIZED FORMVAR BACKINGS 

1. PREPARATION OF FORMVAR SOLUTION 

Some formvar [33] is weighed out and put into a 

clean bottle, and enough Spectroanalyzed 1,2-Dichloroethane 

[39] is added to make about a 50 mg/ml solution. The 

bottle must be stored with the cap tight to prevent 

evaporation. The bottle should be glass, not plastic, 

since 1,2-Dichloroethane is a strong organic solvent. 
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2. FLOATING OF THE FORMVAR 

Despite the unavoidable atmospheric exposure 

encountered during handling and transfer of the targets, 

floating of the formvar is done in a clean box with 

positive internal air pressure. 

It has been found that targets may be left out for 

short periods of time (30 minutes to 1 hour) without 

being prohibitively contaminated by dustfall. Exposure 

longer than this causes noticeable increase in Cr, Fe, 

Cu, and especially Zn and Pb contamination. However, 

since dustfall is random, large contamination effects 

may occurr unpredictably. In any case it is wise to 

keep the backings and targets under dust covers except 

while handling. 

The formvar floating is done in a trough made of 

Plexiglas with inner dimensions of 1.9 cm wide by 15 cm 

long by 5 cm deep. 

The trough is filled to within 2 mm of the rim with 

TDW [40]. A clean frame is picked out of its container 

with a tweezers, and an alligator clip is affixed to one 

corner. As a last rinse, the frame is dipped in a beaker 

of clean TDW. 

With an eyedropper, a drop of the formvar solution 

is gently dropped on the surface of the water near one 

end of the trough. If the drop falls too far it continues 
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on to the bottom of the trough without spreading. As 

the film spreads from the drop, the end of the frame is 

used to pull the film the length of the trough at a 

constant speed to obtain a uniform film. After a few 

seconds the film drys and it can be lifted from the water 

on the frame, in up to 4 layers, by folding it back on 

itself. Foils with thick spots or bad wrinkles are 

rejected. 

The excess formvar is pulled off the bottom of the 

frame at an acute angle by hand, and the frames are 

placed vertically in holders to dry. 

The water (TDW) in the trough and dipping beaker 

is changed every 20 to 25 drops of formvar solution to 

flush out impurities and dissolved 1,2-Dichloroethane. 

The eyedropper is cleaned or changed when evaporation 

of 1,2-Dichloroethane causes a thick deposit of formvar 

to be left on the tip (every few hours). The foils are 

stored in the frame holders under special dust covers. 

3. EVAPORATION 

The frames with formvar are transferred to the 

vacuum evaporator [41] by hand. The jig in the evaporator 

holds up to 84 frames and is usually positioned 30 to 

60 cm above the evaporation boat. 
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The evaporation boat is made of .50 mm Tantalum. 

It is made in two halves and designed to burn out in the 

center when all the aluminum has evaporated. One such 

boat may last 10 to 20 evaporations. 

The frames are placed in the jig forravar side down, 

and need not be dry. For good evaporation, the vacuum 

in the bell jar must be ,005^Xm of mercury or better. 

The evaporation must be done fast (in less than 20 

minutes) if a heat shield is not used, since the Formvar 

melts at moderate temperatures. 

The evaporator is allowed to cool for 1 hour before 

letting air in, to prevent oxidation of the electrodes 

and the remaining aluminum in the boat. Formation of 

an oxide layer on the aluminum "poisons" the boat by 

retarding evaporation during subsequent use. 

The aluminum is thick enough when an incadescent 

filament can just barely be seen through the foils. As 

before, the finished foils are stored in holders under 

dust covers until used. 

4. CLEANING OF EQUIPMENT 

The trough is cleaned before its first use with 

ethanol and then rinsed two or three times with TDW. 

After every 20 or 25 drops of formvar solution the trough 

is cleaned by removing all the formvar left around the 

lip and rinsing three times with TDW from a wash bottle. 
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At the same time the TDW in the dipping beaker is also 

changed. 

The frames are soaked in acetone to dissolve any 

grease and whatever formvar there is from previous use. 

Then all remains of the previous target, including any 

identifying marks, are rubbed off with the help of 

acetone. After liberally rinsing in tap water, the 

frames are again rinsed in acetone. Another liberal 

rinse in tap water is followed by rinsing twice with 

small amounts of TDW. The frames are then put in a clean 

container and covered with TDW, since exposure of wet 

aluminum to air causes rapid corrosion. Storage for 

longer than a day should not be done in water for the 

same reason. 

The eyedropper is initially rinsed in clean 

Spectroscopic 1,2-Dichloroethane, and subsequent cleanings 

are done similarly. 

Tweezers and alligator clips for handling the frames 

should not be rusty. Preferably they should be plastic 

or plastic coated. Before each use they are rinsed in TDW. 

Other glassware is cleaned in the accepted laboratory 

fashion, scrubbing with Alconox [42] followed by liberal 

rinsing in tap water, and finally a TDW rinse. All 

traces of the Alconox should be washed off, since Alconox 

has heavy loads of Fe, Cu, and Zn in it. 
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The evaporator bell jar is usually cleaned with 

Alconox and water. The deposits will come off easily 

if the person who cleaned it last applied a thin film 

of Teepol [43] to its inner surface. As a last resort, 

nitric acid may be used to dissolve the aluminum, diluted 

with tap water. The evaporator electrodes must be cleaned 

by scraping with a dull knife followed by soaking in 

dilute nitric acid, and finally a rinse in tap water to 

remove the nitric acid. 

The boat is cleaned before its initial use by soaking 

in strong nitric acid, followed by a rinse in tap water 

and finally a rinse in TDW. If the boat seems to become 

contaminated after a few evaporations, it must be replaced. 

The Specpure aluminum used for evaporation is cut 

from rods on a lathe, into pieces 3 mm long. The pieces 

are cleaned by simply soaking in ethanol to remove lathe 

grease and adhesives. They are stored until use in 

another bottle of clean ethanol. 

C. DOPING OF SAMPLES IN SOLUTION 

1. PREPARATION OF YTTRIUM DOPANT 

First the desired concentration is calculated, 

depending on the amount of dopant desired in the sample, 

and the volume change in the sample. For blood targets, 
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for instance, addition of too large a volume of dopant 

solution results in a diluted blood solution which may 

cause the targets to be too thin. Also one must add the 

appropriate amount of yttrium to produce the desired 

peak size. Statistics must be good but swamping avoided. 

The range of 10 to 100 ppm of yttrium in the sample has 

been sucessfully used for Fe, Cu, and Zn studies in blood 

serum. 

Once the concentration needed is determined, the 

amount of yttrium nitrate [44] needed for the desired 

volume and concentration is estimated. The needed amount 

of yttrium nitrate (or slightly less) is weighed out. 

The yttrium nitrate must be immediately sealed since it 

is hygroscopic. During this process the appropriate 

entry should be made somewhere with a title corresponding 

to the label on the bottle. 

The yttrium nitrate is transferred to a graduate 

and weighed for tare. Some TDW is put in the graduate 

and sloshed around until the crystals dissolve. The 

graduate is filled the rest of the way and the solution 

is poured into a polyethylene bottle. The graduate is 

filled with at least two more volumes of TDW which are 

poured into the bottle. This is not accepted laboratory 

procedure, but is sufficient for crude use. It is 

possible to buy solutions already made up, in the form 

of atomic absorption standards [45]. 
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The amount of yttrium nitrate originally weighed 

out should have required slightly less than an integral 

number of full graduates to obtain the desired concentration, 

in order to reduce error in volume measurement. 

The concentration is calculated from the weight of 

yttrium nitrate and total solution volume. The bottle 

is labeled, and sealed to prevent evaporation when not 

being used. 

Normally the calculated concentration of the dopant 

and previously measured relative yields are used to 

obtain quantitative results, but any errors in making 

up the dopant concentration can be bypassed by making a 

new set of relative yield solutions from each new batch 

of dopant made. The dopant concentration then cancels 

out of the calculation in any targets doped with that 

same dopant. 

2. DOPING OF LIQUID SAMPLES 

For a liquid sample, a clean volumetric pipette is 

rinsed with TDW, and then rinsed with sample solution 

if drops of TDW remain inside and if there is enough 

sample solution to do so. The desired volume of sample 

is then measured into a clean vial. The pipet should 

be rinsed thoroughly with TDW before storing, since 

leaving it sit and dry with organic matter in it makes 

it tenaciously hard to clean. 
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Then with some dopant in a clean beaker, the clean 

doping pipet, rinsed with doping solution, is used to 

transfer the desired volume of dopant into each vial. 

The concentration is calculated as follows; 

D = C v / V 

where C is the concentration of dopant in ppm (/*g of 

yttrium per ml of solution) , V is the volume of liquid 

sample (ml), V is the volume of dopant added to V 
(ml), and D is the dopant (yttrium) concentration in 

the sample (ppm) . This is ppm (/xg per ml of sample) by 

volume. For liquid samples with density much different 

than 1 g/ml, this must be remembered. The density of 

blood is between 1.00 and 1.02 g/ml. 

3. DOPING OF SOLID SAMPLES 

The solid sample to be analyzed is first weighed, 

since the quantity of interest is the weight of trace 

elements per gram of tissue. One part per million (ppm) 

= 1 microgram of element per gram of tissue. 

The solid sample is then liquified by homogenizing 

or dissolving it in acid and neutralizing. The total 

volume of liquid must be meticulously conserved until 

doping since loss of any of it at this stage will result 

in low values of trace concentrations. A good way to 
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reduce the chance of such loss is to add the needed 

dopant to the solution the sample is homogenized in, 

immediately after weighing. A good way to break up 

matter such as tissue is to crush it and force it through 

a small orifice. 

Since the weight of tissue in liquid is known, one 

merely needs to add the appropriate amount of dopant. 

However in this case one may not desire to use an even 

concentration value of dopant since this would mean 

measuring fractional volumes of dopant from the volumetric 

pipet. The percentage error would be larger and vary 

from sample to sample. This stems from the fact that 

the weight of the tissue will vary. However the only 

difficulty this causes is having to punch an extra number 

(dopant concentration) into the computer for each sample. 

The doping of the sample follows the same procedure as 

used above, using the same clean techniques. 

A considerable amount of effort can be saved by use 

of an autopipette [46] that has highly reproducible 

volume measurements. 

D. MAKING DROP TARGETS OF SOLUTIONS 

ON ALUMINIZED PLASTIC BACKINGS 

Since trace analysis by charged particle induced 

x-ray emission is extremely sensitive to small amounts 
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of material, the greatest chance for sample contamination 

occurs during the making of the target. 

The amount of liquid to be put on the target is 

small compared to the sample (1 drop is about 30yLtl as 

compared to about 1 ml of sample), so that a large chance 

for contamination comes from the device used to transfer 

the sample from the bottle to the target, especially if 

the amount of liquid per contact surface area of the 

device is small. Thus the transfer device should be 

super-clean. Tuberculin syringes [47], liberally cleaned 

with TDW, suffice for use with solutions of pH between 

6 and 8. Strongly acidic or basic solutions necessitate 

use of glass pipettes [48]. These pipettes have many 

impurities so should be thoroughly cleaned with tap water 

and TDW before use. 

The thicker the target, the greater the heating 

will be (increases roughly linearly with thickness if 

dE/dx is slowly changing at that energy). The aluminum 

backing will conduct off heat fast enough to keep it 

from melting only up to a point. Furthermore, a target 

too thick will degrade the energy of the particles and 

produce a relative yield shift. Too thin a target will 

be dominated by the background of the backing material. 

For 3 MeV protons a good thickness to use is about 

1 mg/cm of organic material. The signal-to-noise ratio 
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improves as the target gets thicker, but non-reproducible 

effects such as heating, beam degradation, and self¬ 

absorption get worse. 

A grossly nonuniform target will produce inconsistent 

results, so the solution should be well mixed before 

being put on the target, and a consistency check run for 

each type of organic sample solution and preparation 

method. 

If the solutions are too acidic or strongly basic 

they will eat through the aluminum and leave a target 

with no conductive ability. Strong acids will eat clear 

through both materials. This is especially true in 

making relative yield targets from atomic absorption 

standard solutions. One way around this problem is to 

make very thin targets and immediately place them in a 

vacuum dessicator and pump to 12 cm of mercury pressure, 

which is the point at which boiling sets in at room 

temperature. The solutions should be able to evaporate 

completely before they have a chance to react with the 

aluminum. Another way around this problem is to neutralize 

the solution before application, but this has a higher 

chance of introducing impurities, and decreases sensitivity 

by introducing additional solids (neutralization salts) 

to the matrix. 
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IV. SPECIAL TECHNIQUES 

A. BLOOD TARGETS - DETAILS 

The trace elements of interest in blood serum are 

Cu, Zn, Fe, Ni,Br, Pb, Sr, and Rb. Cu, Fe, Zn, and Br 

levels are of particular interest in work being done in 

collaboration with the medical center concerning Hodgkin's 

and other diseases [2]. 

The strong adhesion of blood targets and their 

stress upon drying necessitates making thin mini-drops 

or TDW diluted smears to keep the breakage rate down 

(for aluminized formvar). Mini-drop targets are made 

by just touching the surface of the backing in several 

spots with the needle of a syringe filled with the 

sample. The spaces between the drops cause this type 

of target to have a poor signal-to-noise ratio. Better 

targets are made by putting small drops of sample on the 

backings and then spreading them over the surface in a 

thin layer. The same effect can be achieved by diluting 

the sample with TDW, but drying times are lengthened. 

1. THE DROP/SMEAR METHOD ON ALUMINIZED FORMVAR 

Blood samples are generally doped with 50 to 100 ppm 

of yttrium. A clean tuberculin syringe [47] with a 26 

guage needle is used to apply each sample of doped blood 

to the target backings. The drop is spread using the 
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needle of the syringe and the target is placed on a tray 

in a dessicator box to dry. The syringe costs only $.12 

and is discarded after use. The targets are usually dry 

in 2 to 4 hours. 

Blood serum dries to a solid weighing 8% of the 

original sample weight, so a IO^LLI drop will dry to a 

solid weighing .8 mg, since the density of blood is 

1 g/ml. If spread over an area of 1 cm2, the average 

thickness will then be .8 mg/cm of sample, which is 

near the desired value. If the blood is much thicker 

then 1 mg/cm2, or if the blood spreads too near the edge 

of the foil, the target will break during drying or 

during pumpdown. 

2. THE NEBULIZATION/SPRAY METHOD 

Due to the vicious coagulation properties of blood, 

the drop/smear method suffers from a high failure rate 

and large nonuniformities in thickness. 

Jolly and White [49] describe a method for preparing 

uniform deposits (10 to 1000^Xg/cm2) from biological 

matter, by nebulization. Nebulization produces high 

quality targets but deviates vastly from the simplicity 

of the drop method, and also suffers from possible 

atmospheric contamination. 

A compromise under investigation producing thin 
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uniform targets with just slightly more effort per target 

consists of an atomizer spray, which deposits the sample 

rapidly on the target in the form of small droplets (less 

than 1 fJLl) which are immediately dried by an infared 

lamp. Problems to be overcome are 

1. Cleaning of the atomizer 

2. Atmospheric particulates 

3. Effect of removal of heat lamp. 

But the attractions of the method are 

1. Uniform targets 

2. Faster than nebulization 

3. Less chance of air contamination than nebulizing 

4. Higher yield per target used compared to the 

drop method 

5. Extremely easy to automate. 

3. PRECONCENTRATION 

Any type of sample preconcentration that does not 

introduce impurities and removes uninteresting solids 

such as purely organic matter will improve the signal- 

to-noise ratio for a given target thickness. 

Ashing by dry or wet methods will reduce the 

background arising from the organic matrix in dried 

serum. However, dry ashing of dried serum in a muffle 

furnace reduces the mass by only a factor of 3 to 4. 



For large numbers of samples this gain in sensitivity 

does not justify the added difficulty of ashing, and the 

possibility of contamination/loss problems. 
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B. TARGETS OF ORGANIC TISSUE 

The trace elements of interest in organic tissue 

are Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Mo, Ni, Mn, Cr, Ca, I, Se, Si, V, 

Rb, Sr, Br, and others [51]. 

1. WHOLE ORGAN MICROTOME SAMPLES 

Microtome samples of mouse spleen and liver 5 microns 

thick were prepared in paraffin at the medical center. 

The typical thickness of the targets was weighed to be 

.5 to 1 mg/cm2. Direct use of these essentially self- 

supported samples was limited to low beam currents (10 

nanoamps/mm ) due to the poor heat conduction and low 

melting point of the paraffin. Some of the microtome 

slices were transferred to aluminum backings by melting 

on a hot plate, but higher beam currents caused these 

to char and volatilize elements. At any rate, a position 

dependence of trace element concentration in the tissue 

itself pointed to the necessity for homogenization to 

obtain meaningful whole-organ averages. Doping of the 

homogenized sample would also yield absolute 

concentrations. 
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2. HOMOGENIZATION AND DOPING 

Homogenization of mouse organ was done by first 

weighing the organ, and putting it in a 10 ml beaker 

with TDW. The samples were then doped with yttrium. A 

fixed amount of dopant was added to each sample, producing 

a concentration of about 50 ppm (per weight of organ) 

depending on the weight of the organ. The whole was 

then homogenized by cleaning a tuberculin syringe without 

needle in TDW, using the end of it to crush the organ 

in the beaker, and forcing the mash in and out of the 

syringe to burst the cells. The mash was allowed to sit 

(covered) overnight to allow some decay, completing the 

cell rupturing. 

3. DROP TARGETS ON ALUMINIZED FORMVAR 

Before applying to the backings, the sample mash 

was once more forced in and out of a clean needleless 

syringe to assure complete mixing. The syringe was then 

used to place a large drop (50 jlX) on an aluminized 

formvar backing and to spread it over a 1 cm2 area. The 

mash contained roughly .2 g solid residue per ml, so the 
2 

targets were roughly 10 mg/cm thick. There were no 

problems with the targets breaking. 
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C. WATER TARGETS 

The trace elements of major interest in water are 

Fe, Cu, Zn, Br, Sr, As, Pb, and Hg. 

1. DROP TARGETS 

Drop targets are simply prepared directly from the 

sample by using a cleaned tuberculin syringe with 26 

guage needle. Doping is usually done with 10 or 50 ppm 

of yttrium. Fresh water samples lead to prohibitively 

thin targets even when as much as .2 ml is put on 1 cm2. 

But brine, roughly 3% salt by weight, leaves a salt 

matrix of 1 mg/cm2 from a 30 jj, 1 drop on a 1 cm2 area. 

There is in neither case a problem with mechanical failure 

of the targets during drying. 

2. PRECONCENTRATION 

For fresh water targets it is desireable to 

preconcentrate the sample to keep the sensitivity of the 

thin target from being limited by the backing. Simple 

evaporation may suffice. Salt water targets would gain 

at least a factor of 10 in sensitivity by removal of the 

NaCl alone. 

Methods such as electrolysis, ion exchange, and 

extraction/separation are possibilities to be investigated 

[50,51] . 
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D. HAIR TARGETS 

The trace elements of interest in hair are K, Ca, 

Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pb, Br, and Sr. Studies of trace 

element concentration variation in mouse hair accompanying 

disease are among the proposed projects. 

Much can be learned simply from elemental ratios 

in hair, so self-supporting targets have been used. 

Methods for cleaning the samples have been studied 

[52-55] . A single strand of typical hair weighs about 

5 yLLg/mm. This corresponds to a target thickness, for 

one strand, of, on the average, about 2.5 mg/cm2. Self- 

supporting hair can only support a beam density of about 

10 nanoamps/mm2. 

Strands of hair were mounted on and between backings 

of aluminum and aluminized formvar, in hopes that the 

increased thermal conductivity of the backings would 

increase the beam capacity of the samples. The samples 

volatilized as readily as the self-supporting hair 

targets, suggesting either that the thermal contact 

between the sample and backing was poor, or that the 

volatilization process involves something more than 

simple heating. 
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V. RESULTS 

A. SENSITIVITY 

The sensitivity both in terms of ppm and absolute 

matter depend on the target matrix and thickness, and 

the backing type and thickness. 

The sensitivity of the method was calculated by 

measuring the yields for elements of various Z relative 

to yttrium, from targets made of solutions on aluminized 

formvar backings. The typical doped organic target 

(Figure 21) was then run at the maximum beam current 

that gave reproducible results for a fixed amount of 

total charge and from this the background in the element 

line regions was determined. The minimum detectable 

amount of an element E in the target is given then by 

3 V Nb D 
'E Y NR 

where is the concentration in ppm of the element E 

in the organic matrix, Nb is the total number of 

background counts in the region under the line of element 

E in the organic target, Y is the total integrated 

counts in the yttrium K-alpha line in the organic target, 

D is the dopant concentration (of yttrium) in the 



Figure 21. Spectrum obtained from a typical doped blood 

drop/smear target of 4 mg/cm2 thickness. Also shown is 

the spectrum from a dirty aluminized formvar backing run 

for the same amount of beam, representing the contribution 

to the total spectrum of the backing alone. 
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organic sample, and NR is the relative yield described 
previously. 

The elemental sensitivity for a typical blood smear 

target of 4 mg/cm is shown in Figure 22 for a beam 

current of 100 nanoamps and total run time of 1000 

seconds, using 3 MeV protons with the .1 cm polystyrene 

filter in. 

Similar results would be expected from other typical 

low Z organic matrices of the same thickness. Removal 

of the filter or replacement with a thinner one would 

increase the sensitivity for lower Z. 

B. CONSISTENCY 

1. CONTROLS 

The overall systematic error introduced into a trace 

analytical technique can always be monitored by use of 

a "blank" sample. However, this does not allow for all 

effects, since by definition the blank must have different 

chemical properties than the sample. For example, the 

properties of the triply distilled water often used as 

a blank differ greatly from the properties of blood. 

In addition to an on-line monitor such as a blank, 

periodic spot-checks are performed on the purity of the 

backing, the dopant, and the TDW. 

Figure 21 also shows the x-ray spectrum from a dirty 



Figure 22. Elemental sensitivity for a typical blood 

serum drop/smear target of 4 mg/cm2 on a 400^g/cm2 

aluminized formvar backing, for 3 MeV protons with the 

.1 cm polystyrene filter in and a total charge of 100 

microcoulombs. The ordinate expresses the minimum 

detectable amount for K-alpha lines in terms of ppm of 

sample. 
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aluminized formvar backing. Aluminized formvar backings 

are often contaminated with Fe and Cu, which has been 

traced to the 1,2-Dichloroethane the formvar is dissolved 

in for floating. These peaks were often as high as the 

background hump, in the worst cases. Consequently a 

purer grade of 1,2-Dichloroethane is now used. At their 

worst in the past these impurities did not have prohibitive 

contributions, as can be seen from Figure 21, which 

compares the spectrum from an aluminized backing to a 

typical blood target for the same amount of total beam. 

Impurities in the yttrium nitrate dopant were visible 

when run on a clean backing, Figure 23. For doping with 

100 ppm of yttrium in organic targets, the impurities 

in the dopant introduce at most an uncertainty of .02 ppm 

for all elements in the Z range 20 to 40. Since this 

is much less than the MDA, it is not an important source 

of contamination. 

Impurities from the TDW used in all the techniques 

are minimal. At worst the impurities are less than the 

background uncertainty under present running conditions. 

The purity was determined by evaporating .2 ml/cm2 of 

TDW on a clean target backing. No peaks were visible. 

2. RANDOM ERROR CHECKS 

In order to appraise the overall random errors, 

reproducibility checks should be run for each type of 



Figure 23. X-ray spectrum from a drop of the yttrium 

dopant solution on an aluminized formvar backing. 
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target making method. The procedure used is to make up 

a large original sample from which many smaller samples 

are taken, each being individually analyzed. The results 

for each element are then plotted in frequency distributions. 

If the width of the distribution corresponds to the 

statistical accuracy of the individual measurements, 

then the method is reproducible. 

The results of such a consistency check for blood 

drop/smear targets of 1 mg/cm2 on aluminized backings 

run at 500 nanoamps, are shown in Figure 24. In general 

the consistency was surprisingly good since at the time 

the effect of element volatilization with high beam was 

not recognized as important. Still, the results show 

greater deviations than can be attributed to errors in 

doping. Most deviations from the normal distribution 

appear at higher concentrations, indicating target 

contamination. This is a good way to check for random 

contamination, such as dustfall. 

An earlier consistency check on the homogenized 

mouse targets described above showed poor consistency 

but these were run at high beam currents. Checks have 

not yet been done on other target types. 

Monitor of the incident flux by beam integration 

has not been carefully examined, since the drop targets 

are nonuniform, and they often break and have beam holes. 

In addition, the collimation may be slightly misaligned. 



Figure 24. Concentration distributions for Fe and Cu, 

using the yttrium dopant for blood drop/smear targets 

from the same sample of blood. Also shown is the 

consistency of the Fe/Cu ratio in the same targets. The 

ordinate represents the number of samples with concentration 

in the indicated range. 
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Monitor of the incident flux by elastic scattering 

has not succeeded due to the use of relatively thick 

targets. No distinct peaks exist due to energy loss and 

straggling. 

Apparently the use of elastic scattering as a monitor 

requires that the x-ray sensitivity be sacrificed, at 

least for 3 MeV protons. 

Fair consistency has been achieved by the use of 

an internal dopant and its success has prompted further 

use. Yttrium nitrate solution was used to dope the 

samples because yttrium halides are all highly soluble. 

Yttrium is not a normal organic constituent and its x-ray 

lines do not interfere greatly with most of the lines 

of interest. As long as the dopant is evenly distributed 

throughout the matrix, the requirements on beam uniformity 

and precision collimation are relaxed. The targets need 

not be perfectly uniform, but the thickness should not 

vary by more than a factor of two. Higher target 

uniformity is required as target thickness increases, 

due to the problem of relative yield variations. 

C. BEAM DAMAGE 

Run times are presently limited by the amount of 

beam that produces rapid volatilization of the target. 

The effect is believed to be due to a combination of 
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breaking of valence bonds and heating. Volatilization 

seems to set in above 100 nanoamps/mm2 for organic targets 

and 3 MeV protons, but much depends on target type and 

which elements are involved. The effect definitely 

depends on the beam per unit area and possibly also on 

the beam spot size. In this case focusing of the beam 

may have an effect, and it will probably be best to have 

a uniform beam. 

Future projects will seek to investigate the nature 

of the process and how to prevent it. Plans will be 

drawn for optimum detector solid angle (with particle 

suppression) and a beam sweeper may be employed to spread 

the beam over a larger area. Higher energy particles 

may be used to reduce dE/dx. Thicker aluminum may be 

used to help target cooling. Different types of targets 

will be investigated, especially encapsulated ones as 

suggested by Cahill [56], 
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VI. CAUSES OF RELATIVE YIELD VARIATIONS 

When making targets it is important to keep in mind 

the irreproducible effects of sample handling, exposure 

to beam, and target inhomogeneities. 

A. SAMPLE HANDLING 

During sample handling, various additions or losses 

of trace elements may occur. Usually a "blank" run is 

carried through all the steps of the method to estimate 

the contamination. But some types of contamination such 

as dustfall, and losses such as trace element leeching 

[50] of glass are not reproducible and will thus produce 

unpredictable effects. A way to guage these effects is 

to do a reproducibility check with a sample of known 

trace elemental concentrations (see results section). 

A blank run is useful in determining the source of 

contamination. 

The impact of such effects on the method will be 

greater the smaller the sample, so this is of special 

importance for proton induced x-ray emission analysis, 

since the method is sensitive to concentration changes 

in the optomized Z range of roughly 80 ppB in samples 

of less than 200 micrograms (blood). 

Good discussions of control of losses and contamination 

in trace analysis methods are given in books by Morrison 
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[50] and Yoe and Koch [51]. 

B. BEAM EFFECTS 

The x-ray yields from certain elements from the 

same target change in time. Most notably, there are the 

elements that seem to decrease; the rate of decrease 

increases with beam current but a systematic study has 

not yet been done. In particular, the standard targets 

of Br, I, and Hg were seen to have this problem. Zn was 

also seen to disappear in a few cases. 

The rate of decrease of x-ray yield per unit beam 

from these elements increases with beam current nonlinearly 

leading one to believe the process is due to the combined 

effects of heating and breaking of valence bonds in the 

organic matrix. At high beam densities sputtering [51] 

of large organic complexes may also occur. One would 

expect the same from other elements with high vapor 

pressure. This may be compared to dry ashing of organic 

substances, which causes loss of the same elements. 

Under appropriate conditions, As, B, Cd, Cr, Fe, Pb, Hg, 

Ni, P, V, Zn, Se, I, other nonmetals of groups IV, V, 

VI, AND VII, and possibly Ga, In, and Tl volatilize 

during dry ashing [51]. 

The radiation damage by the beam causes a burned 

spot to appear on an organic target. The loss of the 



unwanted organic matrix in this way causes an improvement 

in the x-ray signal-to-noise ratio, but this also 

represents an unpredictable change in the target thickness 

As is seen in the next section, target nonuniformities 

produced in this way and in target preparation can lead 

to shifts in relative yields from several causes. 

C. TARGET INHOMOGENIETIES 

1. MATRIX EFFECTS 

a. Self-Absorption 

The finite thickness of the sample on the target 

will absorb some of the x-rays arising from within it. 

The effect will selectively absorb lines of lower energy 

and it gets worse as the target gets thicker (Figure 25). 

This effect is observed in thick (4 mg/cm2) drop targets 

made of the standard solutions, where the absorption 

coefficients are much larger than in organic targets 

since the matrix is mainly salt. Thinner targets made 

of the same solution showed larger peaks from the lower 

energy lines. 

Since targets of mg/cm2 thickness are needed to 

produce good signal-to-noise ratios, a way around the 

problem is to standardize the target thickness and run 

the relative yield solutions in the matrix itself. For 



Figure 25. Self-absorption of the matrix. The vertical 

scale represents the ratio of the number of K x-rays 

leaving the sample to the number produced in the sample 

for different elements as a function of sample thickness 
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trace constituents the yields should approach an asymptote 

as more and more standard solution is added to the matrix. 

However this fails to compensate for variations in 

target thickness. To avoid the problem, targets are 

made of 10 mg/cm2 or less thickness. 

b. Enhancement Effects 

In the thick targets one runs into the problem of 

major constituent lines being excited, and selective 

absorption by other major consitiuents in the matrix 

which have absorption edges lying just below the lines 

of the first constituent. This enhances the x-ray 

intensity from the lower constituent and reduces that 

of the upper constituent. The study of this type of 

matrix effect is well developed in fluorescent analysis 

[3]. These matrix effects are negligible when the metals 

of interest are present in trace anounts due to the fact 

that the major matrix constituents in organic samples 

do not have absorption edges near the energy of the lines 

of the metals of interest. 

2. SELECTIVE EVAPORATION 

This effect is a failure of the target making process 

to produce uniform targets. Suppose one lays a drop of 

a standard solution on a target backing, and lets it 
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dry. If the solubilities of the salts in the solution 

are very different, the salt of lowest solubility will 

precipitate out of solution first as the drop evaporates, 

near the edges. One ends up with an uneven distribution 

of the two elements over the target surface. Hence the 

relative yields of the two elements will depend on whether 

the beam is uniform. 

One way around this is to use highly concentrated 

solutions and super-mini drops, so there can be a minimum 

of spatial migration of the metal ions once they are on 

the target. For standard solutions, solutions of single 

chemical compounds may be used, and the known stochiometric 

ratios used to calculate the relative yields. Another 

way is to nebulize or spray the solution onto the target 

but this is time consuming and also prone to airborne 

contamination. 

On the other hand one may try to match solubilities 

of the salts to prevent this selective deposition. 

In the case of organic targets, the matrix is not 

so free to move and large-scale ionic migrations do not 

take place as readily. 

3. SELECTIVE EXCITATION 

Selective excitation occurs when the energy loss 

of the beam in passing through the target is large enough 
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to cause a shift in relative elemental x-ray yields. 

This is worst for elements whose yields are rapidly 

varying functions of energy at that beam energy. 

For an organic target 1 mg/cm2 thick the energy 

loss of 3 MeV protons is roughly 100 keV. The shift in 

relative x-ray yields between Ca and Y for this energy 

loss is on the order of 5%. For targets varying in 

thickness from 1 mg/cm to 10 mg/cm , as blood drop 

targets may, one would expect a large contribution to 

the width of the consistency distribution to be due to 

this effect. 

A thicker target would have higher yields from lower 

Z elements due to proton energy degradation, but the 

observed effect is less due to increased self-absorption 

for lower Z K-lines in thicker targets. 

4. DELTA-RAY ENHANCEMENT OF LOW Z YIELDS 

The high energy endpoint of secondary electron 

bremstrahlung in the spectra indicates the presence in 

the target of electrons of energies up to 8 keV. This 

suggests the possible enhancement of x-ray yields from 

x-ray lines below 8 keV due to excitation by secondary 

electrons. 

Ogier [57], has measured the effects of delta-rays 

in proton excited targets, and Hardt, et. al. [58] 
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estimate the effects of K-shell x-ray cross section 

enhancement by delta-rays and bremstrahlung for alpha 

excitation. They calculated a 5% contribution to the 

iron K-line cross section for 80 MeV alphas. However, 

80 MeV alphas produce secondary electrons up to 40 keV, 

so one would expect this effect to be very much smaller 

for the delta-rays from 3 MeV protons. 

At any rate, the relative yields are expected to 

change in different target types only if the target 

inhomogenities are smaller than the mean path length of 

the delta-rays. 

This problem can also be largely alleviated by 

making thin uniform targets and running the standards 

in the matrix. 

5. TARGET THICKNESS VARIATIONS 

Gross thickness variations in the same target will 

cause yield shifts from self-absorption variations, 

selective excitation differences, and delta-ray enhancement. 

Differences in total thickness from target to target 

will also cause shifts, from the same causes. But not 

if the targets are thin enough. Both lead to poor 

consistency. 

It is probably best to experimentally determine 

relative yield shifts by using doped organic targets of 

varying thickness. This has not yet been done. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Proton induced x-ray xnicroanalysis has been shown 

to be compeditive with state-of-the-art techniques. 

There is yet much to be gained by developing a uniform 

encapsulated target with high volatilization resistivity. 

First of all the nature of the volatilization process 

should be investigated carefully for typical targets. 

With this knowledge new ideas may develop. The problem 

will most certainly have to deal with making a target 

thin enough to use in a charged particle beam without 

sacrificing strength. Higher proton energies may be the 

last resort in the search for targets that will take 

higher beam currents without volatilizing. 

If an acceptable target is found, the gain in beam 

resistance may be weighed against the difficulty in 

target preparation. If the process is easily automated, 

the gain in resistance to volatilization would make it 

superior to the present technique, provided there are 

no contamination difficulties, and reproducibility is good. 

Gains may also be made in other parts of the system 

by improving the detector geometry, and by automation 

of the target changer. To do either or both of these, 

a new x-ray analysis chamber must be designed and built. 

Finally, the value of preconcentration of the sample 

must be investigated, with particular attention paid to 
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the analysis of water samples. The gain in sensitivity 

experimentally observed must be weighed against the added 

effort. For instance, future effort will be expended 

on concentration of water samples by extraction, separation, 

evaporation, ion exchange, and electrolysis. Again, a 

reproducible automated process would reduce the effort 

to compeditive levels, although one would expect that 

large-scale automation would only be economically feasible 

for an organization routinely analyzing large numbers 

of samples on a continuous basis. 
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